As I flow gently inside you  [狭]

Project Description

As I flow gently inside you is a video performance and installation that explores intimacy between bodies in situated environments.

Two strangers are asked to stand naked facing each other in a small container. The two participants can act freely under the given situations setup by the artist but they are not allowed to touch each other directly.

The subtle exchanges of glances, breathes, smells and sounds made during the performance become a kind of micro drama between the two participants, creating an unusual tension that is at once erotic, oppressive and disorienting.

As I flow gently inside you aims to evoke a feeling of sensual claustrophobia that lain underneath human intimacy.
Installation setup

A dark enclosed room with a long corridor in the middle will be constructed. A screen is mounted on the one end of the corridor where a back-projection of the video will be thrown by the projector installed at the back of the room. Audio speakers will be installed behind the screen, emitting soft but audible sounds.

A small entrance will lead no more than two audiences to enter into the installation at one time, creating an intimate and slightly congested viewing experience.
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